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Guidance Notes for Collaborator Tasks

Sanskrita.org
This document is for guidance of collaborators who are working on the various
tasks required for Sanskrita.org.
Before making any changes to the site, please use the test page to try things out.
When in doubt, we ask that you please contact an Administrator.
The simple ways to contact an Admin are:
- send an e-mail to admin@sanskrita.org.
- use the ‘Contact Us’ link on the website left hand menu to fill in a form.
- when logged in to the Wiki, you can use the ‘Error Report’ link at the bottom
of the left hand menu if the issue is related to a dictionary page.
Please formulate your question clearly. We will get back to you as soon as possible.

What is the ‘Progress Report’ at the end of each page and why is it important?
Any time you finish a task, we ask that you please add the appropriate letter in the
‘Progress Report’ area of the page, which is at the very end of the code in the ‘Edit’
mode. There are instructions for this in each section of this document. This will allow
the system to track the progress of the many tasks involved.

Thank you for collaborating!
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GENERAL TIPS AND SUGGESTIONS:
LAYOUT ON YOUR COMPUTER:
If you have a large enough monitor, it may be useful to work with the Wiki open in
two or even three different windows when you perform many of the tasks required.
You could simply log on to the site, open three separate browser windows for a word,
and then:
- keep the ‘NORMAL’ view in one window
- click on EDIT to get the ‘SOURCE CODE’ view from where you work
- open the SCAN version on the last for comparison if needed.
Something like this:

SOURCE CODE:
Always check that you are working within your language in the code. The beginning and
end of the section will be clearly marked with comments, in capitals, thus (for English):
<!-- *** ENGLISH VERSION STARTS HERE *** -->
<html><div id="type3"></html>
(English entry will be here...)
<html></div></html>
<!-- *** ENGLISH VERSION ENDS HERE *** -->
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MOVING FROM ONE WORD TO THE NEXT:
Once you have finished checking, translating, correcting or editing an entry, if you have
made changes on the EDIT window then SAVE them, and then:
a- use the navigator to go to the next word by clicking on its name twice.
Remember that the first click will show you if it has Samāsas (compound words) on the
green list, and the second will take you to that page.
b- alternatively you can just write the word in Harvard-Kyoto in the Search box.
Note: The only exception to this ‘moving to the next word’ is when a word in the
navigator has a asterisk next to it. This means that the work already appears elsewhere,
and if you click on it you will in fact be ‘jumping’ to that word and section. So beware!
Make sure you check that the next word (after the asterisk) in the Navigator corresponds to
the following entry in the Monier Williams page you are working on.

TOO TECHNICAL?
If this guide, or even the website videos and tutorials are too technical for you, don’t
worry! Just get in touch with us and we’ll be happy to lead you through the bits you need
help with.
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TASK 1 – Check the entry in English against the printed
version of the Monier Williams Dictionary entry.
Step 1. Check that the Entry Titles are correct:
• The entry title is generated for each word you see on the page which corresponds to
a MW entry. Please check that the alphabet used and the transliteration corresponds
exactly to the dictionary entry, (you do not need to check the HK version in square
brackets). i.e.:

If you find a mistake, please REPORT IT to an Administrator. You can correct
accents, but please do not change any letters. These ‘title’ errors in words imply lots
of work on the database, so please don’t touch the code, just let us know. You can use
the Error Report button at the very bottom of the green, left hand menu to do this.

Suggestions:
Check ALL the titles on the page first, before going into the edit mode to
check the texts.
You can use either the dictionary itself or the scanned version of it. If you use
the scanned version, you can use the link at the top of the +info box to go to
the correct page. If you need to go to the previous or next pages, you can
change the number that appears at the end of the URL - (the browser website
address).

Step 2. Progress Report:
• Once you have checked the entry titles are correct, go to the edit box, scroll down to
the very end of the source code, and write “a,” between the speech marks in the
Progress Report section for Sk (Sanskrit).
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Step 3. Proofread the Content of each Entry:
The text you see was initially scanned using a computer, and then edited. Inevitably
many errors have crept in. The main aim is to leave the entry resembling what we find
in MW as closely as possible except in a few special cases (see below). You may need
to change or add words, accents or punctuation. The list below indicates some
recurring errors, and the following section contains the exceptions which we want to
look different on the Wiki.

These are some of the common mistakes you will find throughout. Correct them
to make them look exactly like MW:
• Add the endings to the words (am, as, a, etc.) that appear right at the beginning of
the entry.
• Remove cf. when it is not there in MW.
• When the definition states N. of... MW usually puts in a comma after the m./n./f.
that comes immediately before the N., please always insert a comma here, e.g.:

• Add any missing ‘see’ indications.
• Where there is more than one main entry for the same word, MW puts numerals at
the beginning, followed by a full stop.
a) The full stops after the numerals are missing in the Wiki and therefore need to be
added.
b) You may need to add another scan link to the +info box (see #3 below).
• In references to Pāṇini, numbers should appear exactly as in MW, i.e. in Roman
numerals where appropriate.
• The last meaning before a list of references has a comma after it in MW, which is
missing on the Wiki. Please add the comma back in.
• The full stop of the final abbreviation in a list of references is often missing. This
should be inserted.
• At the very end of a word entry, if there is no full stop, please add one.
• Make sure all words that are in italics in MW are in italics in the Wiki. Many of
them are links (you will see them in red). In this case, only the right hand side of the
code needs to go in italics. e.g. [[vIthi |''-vīthi'']].
• When there is a large grammatical section at the beginning of an entry, semicolons
are often used in MW to separate different points, which in the Wiki have
sometimes been automatically placed onto separate lines. Since these are not
actually different meanings of the word (see #2 below), they should be put back into
one paragraph, and the semicolons should be reinserted.
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These are the exceptions where it makes sense for the Wiki to have a different
format to MW:
1. IAST transliteration for each entry:
When a main word entry is written in Devanāgarī in the MW dictionary, it is
immediately followed by the same word in transliteration. In the Wiki, this first
transliterated word of the entry is not there, since it already appears in the page or
section title. Do not reinsert it into the entry.
2. Punctuation
a) Semicolons for new meanings: whereas in the dictionary MW separates these with a
semicolon due to space restrictions, on the Wiki we are using a new line for each new
meaning of the word. So the following entry from the dictionary for Atma-ja:

becomes, on the Wiki:

b) Semicolons within lists of (abbreviated) references: MW uses semicolons to
separate references in a list. In the Wiki please leave just the full stop between them,
or if they are followed by numbers, please put a comma before the next reference.
In the case of lists of references which include sections and/or chapter numbers, etc.,
we need to separate them using commas as below:

c) For verbs, when a causative, desiderative, or intensive verb is mentioned, these
should go on a new line (since a different dhātu is involved). Monier-Williams usually
separates these from previous meanings using a colon followed by the abbreviations
‘Caus.’, ‘Desid.’ or ‘Intens.’ . Please remove the colon and put what follows it onto a
new line.
For example, this extract from the word uttambh:
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becomes:

d) Also for verbs, change g. to gaṇa in the verb entries that have this abbreviation.
3. Words with Multiple Entries
If you find a second meaning for the same word on a Wiki page, it may be that in the
dictionary both entries are not together (remember that MW does not follow only an
alphabetical order). You will need to search the dictionary to find the second meaning
of the word. On the Wiki, however, all words which are spelt exactly the same appear
one below the other on the same page. e.g. Asana (pages 159 and 160 in MW).
In these cases, please add another ‘scan’ link to the +info box and number it, by
adding code like this at the very beginning of the editing box:

On the Wiki page, it will look like this:

4. Links:
In the Wiki you can link references to other words. We have already linked most
Sanskrit words that appear in the texts, but if you come across unlinked Sanskrit
words that you think would be useful to have as links, please link them. Note that the
Wiki software will simply not show a link to its own page. Even if you do code it, the
Wiki will just show bold text, so don’t bother doing it.
One error that we could not correct automatically during the initial programming, is
that proper nouns which MW has started with a capital letter (e.g. Śakuni) are not linked.
Another similar error is in the case of words are abbreviated with a bobble ‘ ° ’ (e.g.
jāla-gº ). We need to link both of these manually. e.g.:
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5. Pages and Columns:
Another issue is with entries that contain references to specific pages and columns of
the dictionary. The Wiki doesn’t have pages and columns! But please leave them in
since we hope to print a Spanish version onto paper someday, and simply add a
reference to the appropriate section.
a) If the MW entry refers to a word which is shown on the same Wiki page (i.e. the
same word has multiple entries in MW): add the words [ see below ] or [ see above ]
as appropriate.

b) If the MW entry refers to a page number corresponding to a word on a different
Wiki page but doesn’t actually state that word: add the word it refers to and link it so
that visitors can easily navigate to it. For example:
on the Wiki should look like:

6. Lines and spaces in the code:
Be careful not to add extra lines or spaces in the code unless they are strictly
necessary.
- for a new line in the Wiki, you need to leave a blank line of code
- if you begin a line with a space, it will create a dotted-line framed box! (try it
out on the test page!)
When in doubt, check any changes to the code before saving the page by using the
preview button. (Once you have it just right, remember to scroll all the way down and
save your work!)
7. Special accents:
Monier Williams indicates the joining of vowels (short-short, short-long, long-short,
long-long) with special characters not available on the computer. They are a
combination of thick & thin lines forming circumflex accents. Their use is explained
thus in the introduction to the dictionary:
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We will replace these signs by the following, which can be copy-pasted on a computer:

!
!
!

^!
^`!
´^ !
´^`!

two short vowels!

e.g.:! a + a into! â

!

short with a long vowel!

e.g.:! a + ā into! â`

long with a short vowel!

e.g.:! ā + a into!

two long vowels!

e.g.:!

!

´â
ā + ā into! ´â`

In the case of two different vowels, it will be a little more awkward to read, but we
will follow the same system to indicate the sandhi that has taken place:

!

in the case of ā + i! we get !
in the case of ā + ī! we get !

a´^ i
a´^`i ! etc.

Note: You can find accents and special characters under the ‘Collaborator Tools’
menu on the website, from where you can copy and paste them into any page.

8. IAST texts:
Monier Williams predates the IAST scheme. So there are a few letters that we need to
make sure follow the IAST scheme on the Wiki, and not restore to the symbols used
in MW.
The differences are (MW	
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IAST):

ṛi	

	

ṛī	

	

lṛi	
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sh	
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>	

>	
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>	


ṛ
ṝ
ḷ
ḹ
ś
ṣ
ṃ

9. Use of id. and ib.:
‘id.’ indicates that the previous definition applies to this meaning. If the previous
definition is within the same entry, leave everything as it is. If the previous
definition comes from a separate entry, (compound word or main entry) then copy
the whole definition immediately before this entry and paste it in square brackets
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after the full-stop of id. and before the comma, as illustrated below. Do not copy the
references.

‘ib.’ indicates that the previous references apply to this entry. Copy the references
immediately before this entry and paste them in square brackets after the full-stop of
ib. and before the comma. Do not copy the definition.

Step 4. Progress Report:
When the English entry has been checked and corrected:
• 1: in the Progress Report for en (English) at the end of the source code, write “a,”
between the speech marks.
• 2: if the code sk=b, exists, or the entry does not contain other language texts at the
end (Greek, Arabic, etc.) then please add “b,” in en (English) as well. This means
that the entry has been checked both for the English as well as the other languages
and is now complete. In most cases, it should look like this once you have finished:
<!-- <progress
sk="a,"
en="a, b,"
es=""
> -->
If you see other letters it just means that another collaborator has done other jobs.
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TASK 2 – Add Greek, Arab and characters in other
languages as they appear in the printed version of the
Monier Williams Dictionary entry.

Step 1. Check and correct other language texts:
• Add the words that appear in Greek, Arabic and other languages that were not
imported into the Wiki. If they exist, they are usually found at the end of an entry.
You can use the table called ‘Other Characters’ under the ‘Tools for Collaborators’
menu on the website to copy and paste the relevant characters.

Step 2. Progress Report:
When done:
• 1: in the Progress Report for sk (Sanskrit) at the end of the source code, write “b,”
between the speech marks.
• 2: if the code en=a, exists, please add “b,” in en (English) as well. This means that
the entry has been checked both for the English as well as the other languages, and
can now be considered complete in English.
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TASK 3 – Translation
Before you begin, check what has been done to the Sanskrit/English original entry.
You can see from the progress bar at the bottom of the page what work has taken
place.
We ask that you only work on entries that AT LEAST have an en=a code filled in,
which means that the basic information for the entry has been checked and completed
if missing. Otherwise you will probably be working from an incomplete original, and
the entry will then have to go through many more steps before we can count it as fully
checked.
If En=a doesn’t show for your assigned section, please contact an Administrator
before starting the job. It is better to have the entries checked before the translation is
done, so it may be more fruitful to have you work on another section for now.
Hopefully, the entry will have an En=b code filled in as well, which means that it is
complete, including other language characters like Greek, Arabic, etc.

Step 1. Copy-Paste the original over to your language:
• Select and copy the original, corrected English entry that is between the following
indication tags and code (in uppercase):
<!-- *** ENGLISH VERSION STARTS HERE *** -->
<html><div id="type3"></html>
(CORRECTED English entry will be here, and it may take up many lines...)
<html></div></html>
<!-- *** ENGLISH VERSION ENDS HERE *** -->
You should only select the content, without any extra lines, including empty ones
like this:

• Paste it over the existing English entry for your language, say for example Spanish,
that is between the indication tags and code:
<!-- *** AQUI COMIENZA LA VERSION EN ESPANOL *** -->
<html><div id="type3"></html>
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(NON-CORRECTED English entry will be here, and it may take up many lines...)
<html></div></html>
<!-- *** AQUI TERMINA LA VERSION EN ESPANOL *** -->

Step 2. Progress Report:
When done:
• 1: in the Progress Report for es (Spanish) at the end of the source code, write “a,”
between the speech marks.
• 2: if the code en=b, exists, please add “b,” in es (Spanish) as well. This means that
the entry has been checked both for the English as well as the other languages, and
can now be considered complete in English.

Step 3. Translate the entry:
• Please only translate the words that appear in English into your language (Spanish
in our example). Do not change any words that appear in Sanskrit or other
languages, or the references.
Notes:
For abbreviations, most of them are the same in English and Spanish, but some
do change. You should check the Table: Abbreviations that change from
English to Spanish, which is under Tools for Collaborators on the left hand
Collaborators menu.
Please use the Edit button that is on top of the page for working on the
translations. If the entry is long, or you feel more comfortable not working
online, you can copy the entire entry code, paste it into any simple text editor
(for example: Notepad for Windows, TextEdit for Mac), and then when you
have finished translating it, copy-paste the entry back into the Wiki.
If your text editor shows strange symbols when you paste into it, rather than
keeping the characters you see on-line on the Wiki code, please contact an
Administrator and we’ll try to help you sort it out. It’s probably due to an
incompatibility issue with an ‘encoding’.
Step 4. Progress Report:
• When you have finished translating all the entries on the page, write “c,” in the
Progress Report for es (Spanish) at the end of the page.
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TASK 4 – Proofreading the Translation
Step 1. Check the translation:
• Check that the content which appears in the English version of the page, the code
(or even in the scanned/printed MW dictionary if you feel more comfortable using
it) has been correctly translated into Spanish. If there are mistakes please correct
them.
Step 2. Important report-worthy issues:
• If, during your proofreading of the entry, you:
A- have any doubts with regards to ANY ASPECT of the work - OR B- find any of the following mistakes:
- lines / spacing errors
- punctuation errors
- bold type or italic errors
- accent errors
- mistakes with the Greek, Arabic or other languages
... PLEASE REPORT THIS TO AN ADMINISTRATOR. The reason for this, is
twofold:
1- Doubts should be cleared as soon as possible so that we all work in a
consistent manner.
2- Any of the above-mentioned mistakes, if found, are therefore also present in
the English version of the entry, which is SUPPOSED to be complete. We need to
know about these in order to correct the English, which will be used as the original for
all other languages. Please don’t just change them in the Spanish version and move
on, because then the mistakes will go undetected in the English version.
The simple ways to report to an Administrator are:
- use the ‘Error Report’ link at the bottom of the website left hand menu
- send an e-mail to admin@sanskrita.org
... and of course, please be very clear with your error ‘description’.

Step 3. Progress Report:
• When you have finished proofreading the translated entry, in the Progress Report for
es (Spanish) at the end of the source code, write “d,” between the speech marks.
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TASK 5 – Recording Sanskrit Words
In order for a sound clip to be added to words in the dictionary, you will have to make
an audio recording and upload it to the site using the Upload file link. We suggest that
you learn how to use a free digital audio editor such as Audacity. If you do not know
how to use decent software in order to process and generate quality samples properly,
please don't try to add sounds on the site. We would like to offer beautiful and clear
sounds for all.
The audio format that you need to export is MP3. In this way it will be easy to play
for most web browsers.
Step 1. Record the audio file.
• Please record the sound file ensuring that the recording is clear and short (without
any unnecessary silence before or after the word). Convert or export it as MP3 if
necessary.

Step 2. Upload the file.
• Upload the MP3 file to the server with the exact Harvard-Kyoto transliteration
name.
(NOTE: the Upload file application transforms the first letter of the file into
uppercase after browsing your hard drive for the file, therefore you must
change the uppercase initial into lowercase IF AND ONLY IF the correct
transliteration for that word is in lowercase).

Step 3. Edit the code to show the audio link image.
• Remove the comment marks that surround the audio code, so that the icon appears
on the webpage for that word, right next to the word title. The code that must be
removed is the COMMENT code which appears IN BLUE/BOLD in the code
below:
==<html><div id="sanskrita"><sanskrita> WORD IN SANSKRIT (IF THERE IS ONE) </
sanskrita></div></html> ''IAST TRANSLITERATION'' <font color="#616E33"> [ HK
TRANSLITERATION ] </font><!---<html><embed type="application/x-shockwaveflash" src="../players/audio/player.swf" style="" id="player" name="player" quality="true"
allowsciptaccess="always" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"
flashvars="autostart=no&bgcolor=#F2F2F2&bg=0xF2F2F2&leftbg=0xDCDFB2&border=0x
FFBF00&text=0x333333 &lefticon=0x000000&righticon=0xFFFFFF
&rightbg=0x414A22&track=0x666666&soundFile=../images/HK TRANSLITERATION
INITIAL/HK TRANSLITERATION.mp3" height="17" width="190"></html>
==

--->
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Step 4. Get the MP3 file verified and enabled.
• Send a note to the Administrator in order to get the MP3 file verified and enabled on
the site. You should send a list of words if you have recorded and uploaded a set.
If you have followed these steps correctly, the audio icon should appear on the screen
and, once enabled by the Administrator, you should hear your recording when you
click on it.

Step 5. Progress Report:
• Once you have notified the Administrator, in the Progress Report for sk (Sanskrit) at
the end of the source code, write “c,” between the speech marks.
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TASK 6 – +info Module: dhātu
Step 1. Add dhātu information to the +info module.
• Please add the dhātu information of the first word appearing on the page. It may or
may not apply to all other entries on the page, but since we only have one +info
module per page, we’re indicating the first word’s root.
At the beginning of the editing box, the dhātu has to be written after the = symbol that
is next to 1. In that way it will appear in the correct place in the +info module.
It should be written in both Devanāgarī and IAST, and the Devanāgarī should be in
large font (see below for ‘big’ coding). We would also like it to be a link, to take us to
the page of the dhātu itself. To create a link you have to write the text between square
brackets, and in both Harvard Kyoto (to link it to the correct page) and in IAST (so
that it appears correctly on the webpage), with a pipe in between them, so the WIKI
syntax is:
[[Link|Visible Text]]
So for example, to complete the dhātu for prakAz, you would fill in, on the fourth line
of the editing box:
{{Module
|pada = prakAz
|scan = [http://www.sanskrita.org/scans/653.jpg scan]
|1
= [[kAz|<big>काश्</big> kāś]]

Step 2. Progress Report:
• Once you have filled in and linked the dhātu, in the Progress Report for sk
(Sanskrit) at the end of the source code, write “d,” between the speech marks, after
the other codes.
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TASK 7 – +info Module: dhātupātha
Step 1. Add dhātupātha information to the +info module.
• Please add dhātupātha indications that appear for the dhātu above, in both
Devanāgarī and IAST.
You have to add the information after the = symbol next to 2.
Make sure you link the Sanskrit words to their respective pages, so for example, for
each indication the format would be: [[sAtatya|सात'य sātatya]]

Step 2. Progress Report:
• When you have added all the indications, in the Progress Report for sk (Sanskrit) at
the end of the source code, write “e,” between the speech marks, after the other
codes.
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TASK 8 – +info Module: related words in Sanskrit
Step 1. Add related Sanskrit words to the +info module.
• Please add related Sanskrit words in this box.
The words have to be written after the = symbol next to 3 at the beginning of the
editing box.
The criterion for including words should simply be that you believe the word added
would be of interest to the visitor, in relation to the word on the current page. It could
be a similar word that most might benefit from looking up, or any word that is related,
be it conceptually or etymologically. For example the related Sanskrit words for om,
could include: praNava, mantra, etc. See instructions in the Wiki, under the
‘Collaborate’ menu button.
Make sure you link the Sanskrit words added to their respective pages. See Task 6
above for instructions on how to create a link.
If you want to create a link and this destination is different from the text you want to
appear, you write [[Link|Visible Text]]
Step 2. Progress Report:
• When you have finished adding and linking related Sanskrit words, in the Progress
Report for sk (Sanskrit) at the end of the source code, write “f,” between the speech
marks.
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TASK 9 – +info Module: derived words in Other Languages
(simply replace ‘English’ for your language in these instructions)
Step 1. Add related English words information to the +info module.
• Please add related English words in this box, separated by a comma.
You have to add the information after the '''English''': which comes after the =
symbol next to 4, at the beginning of the editing box.
Although the +info module has been preprogrammed for inserting words in English
and Spanish (Español) you can add a heading for the language of your choice by
copying the WIKI syntax in the following manner in the editing box, and using the
correct font for your language’s alphabet:
Here is an example for Greek in the editing box for the word jñā.
{{Module
|pada = jJA
|scan = [http://www.sanskrita.org/scans/425.jpg scan]
|1
=
|2
=
|3
=
|4
=
'''English''':
<br />'''Espa&ntilde;ol''':
<br />'''Ελληνικά''':
You may also place brief comments about the derived words if you think they will
help, but please keep them short (2-3 words) since there isn’t that much space.
NOTE: if you would like to comment extensively on one of these words, please use
the discussion page, designed exactly for that purpose. You could simply add a word
and follow it by a link to the discussion page, where you can write as much as you
want about it. For example:

This link would take you to ‘Talk:om’, which is where you and any other collaborator
can comment on the word, etc.
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The link can be created in this simple way: (for example to the discussion page for
om): [[Talk:om |more...]]

Step 2. Progress Report:
• When you have finished adding related English words, in the Progress Report for sk
(Sanskrit) at the end of the source code, write “en,” between the speech marks. If
you are adding words in a language other than English, please contact an
administrator who will assign a new code for your language.
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